Automated marking system for short answer examination (AMS-SAE)

ABSTRACT

Short answers essay typed examination requires the students to write their answers in short sentences. Marking the short answers essay typed examination requires lecturers to compare the similarity of sentences from the answer scripts and marking scheme. Sentence similarity is defined as sentences that have similar meaning but they are different because of the words used or their construction structure. Automatic Marking System for Short Answers Examination (AMS-SAE) is a system that has been developed to grade students' answers based on the given marking scheme. Marks are given to the essays based on the representation of the Grammatical Relations (GRs) extracted from the sentences. The average point different between the marks computed by AMS-SAE and human are 0.049, 0.028 and 0.18. The results show that the scores are low and AMS-SAE could award similar marks as the human awarded.
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